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Having a clarity in knowing what the 
right thing is -even in the heat of 
the moment - is so important. In this 
weeks Parsha, Pinchas is given great  
reward for standing up for the name 
of Hashem. Yet, to those watching it 
wasn’t so clear that he did the right 
thing. In fact, leaders of the other 
Shevatim disgraced Pinchas by saying 
that his ancestor Yisro served avoda 
zara.  Therefore the Parsha traces his 
ancestry all the way back to Aharon 
Hakohen to show that his actions 
were correct. Sometimes, in the midst 
of a competitive game it may not be 
so clear at the moment what the most 
appropriate and nicest thing to say 
is. However in Eeshay we can focus 
on the clear message that we often 
talk about “ competitive play is great 
but above all it’s our friends feelings 
that matters most” And this is a key 
ingredient to the magic of Eeshay. It 
is so beautiful to walk by the games 
and watch one camper encourage and 
complement another. This is especially 
important during the three weeks as 
we focus on Ahavas Chinum. Look-
ing forward to yet another incredible 
week. 
PS- what is neighborhood day? 
Have a great Shabbos, 
Rabbi Schonfeld
Rabbi Kramer  
Rabbi Kessel 
Rabbi Fishberg 
Shimmy and Ezra

I took a survey of 30 Campers (and 
Head Staff) and here’s what Eeshay 
thinks: 

Ez: “If you were an item 
from the canteen, which 
item would you be?” 

Survey sEz: 
“Spicy fries”: 10
“Deep Fried Hot Pretzel”: 8 
“Peach Snapple”: 4
“A ‘Heshy’”: 2
“The most expensive one”: 1

Ez: “What is your favorite 
thing to do in over 100 de-
gree weather?”

Survey sEz: 
“Water Fight”: 8 
“Pool Chill”: 6 
“Baseball”: 6
“Football: 3
“Not Football”: 1

Ez: “Which Rabbi Scored the 
most points in Monday’s 
game?”
Survey sEz:
“Rabbi Schonfeld”: 12 
“RJK”: 6 
“Rabbi Kramer”: 6
“Rabbi Sandler”: 3
“Did They Score?”: 1 
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Sparks
Of

Survey sEZ Dear Campers. . .

R Fishberg: Menahchem Yurowitz, Zvi Schiowitz
R Halberstadt: Yehuda Stein, Naftali Normand

R Shulman: Elisha Erblich, Shai Kruter 
R Shulgasser: EM Werblowsky, Moshe Stempler

R Fiddle: Yeshaya Orent, Moshe Fischbein
Reb Shimmy: Ariel Mintz

Talmidei HaShavua



E-LeagueE-League

This Week In Camp

League Standings

RJK subs out Scheiner after going up 26-0... Avrumi Markowitz 90 yard TD catch... Iskowitz and Goder hat tricks... Needle 6 goals... Y Stein 
wills team to OT victory... Zolty one handed INT... L Stern bat flips on a single... Krimsky big hit #KrimReaper... Hahn breaking ankles and 
throws cross body TD... E Goldschmidt smooth crossover... buckets in the paint #oldschoolball... Azi Schonfeld buzzer beater TD... Hahn 
hustles team to the line to get off final play... Ascension up 21-0... in baseball??... A Feit gets up there for the TD...  Uri Scheiner 95 yard TD... A 
Feit 3 first half TD... and a punt return to make it 6 TD... Tendler huge sack changes momentum... A Hahn 80 yard TD makes it a close game... 
G Sashitzky 2 big incompletions to keep team in the lead... and the game winning TD... Mittel hat trick... Y Ostroy 3 sacks... Lazar hits ball 
over fence in 3-1... first of the summer... A Feit 3 run HR... Pollack hits 3 halfcourt shots... Zolty tip drill conversion... J Greenberger buzzer 
beater 3 to send it to OT... Zolty 80 yard TD bomb to Tendler... Wietschner bases clearing double... Solomon climbs the ladder to snag the 
liner... Mittel 80 yard TD to Karfunkel... M Abramoff oposite field HR... and another one... Davis gets caught in a pickle... Y Schmidt runs the 
field for the TD... D Abramoff fastbteak and 1... Tendler full field TD... Zolty mosses Lazar... D Abramoff huge rejection... and the finger wag... 
Goder dekes out the runner... then hits a 2 run HR #onemanwreckingcrew... Karfunkel full field TD... Tendler 4 goals... Snitow crazy and 
1 in intercamp... Karfunkel 99 yard pick 6... Eeshay big comeback to win game 2 of volleyball... S Fiddle scores with 8 seconds left in OT... 
shutdown goaltending by Yurowitz... tipped at the line, picked by Kagan... Scheiner pick in endzone... 99 yard TD run on next play... catches 
jumpball for conversion #onemanwreckingcrew... Krimsky 3 deep TD bombs... Z Beneson gets all the deep balls... Scheiner one hand TD 
#RiseAndSchein... AT Levy beats the defender for the TD #SpeedyLevy... Buxbaum goes shoeless in E League... S Lazar robbed of huge hit 
by 2 person juggling catch in outfield... Krimsky lays out for the catch... Y Schmidt throws Besser out at the plate... Kruter full field  TD... 
Davis 99 yard TD... Kruter full field punt pins them at the 1... Strimber beautiful jumping TD... D Ambaroff breaks his collarbone... and returns 
the same day!... Lazar catches his own pass for a first down... G Sashitzky juking and spinning for the TD... S Lazar throws him out from his 
knees... Davis robs it at the warning track to secure the win... Feinsod 3 spins for the TD... Krimsky jumping catch to save a hit... Wietschner 
and Scheiner dominant in the paint... AT Levy the bookbinder... Glassberg game saving snow cone catch in playoffs... Zarkhin takes over the 
game to lead the comeback... M Abramoff playoff hat trick... Scheiner puts Ascension in the championships with 5 seconds left... crazy game 
of Eeshay-itis... face the cookie... R Schonfeld in 2 tries... poppers... until next week...

Overheard In Eeshay:
“it doesn’t rain in Eeshay; the fathers just 

forfeited“
 Clifton Division Clifton Division
Allwood 12-3Allwood 12-3
Cresthill 9-6Cresthill 9-6
Virginia 8-7Virginia 8-7
Lehigh 8-7Lehigh 8-7
Nugent 5-10Nugent 5-10
Belmont 4-11Belmont 4-11

Teams W L
Florida 5 1
Oregon 3 3

Alabama 2 4
Clemson 2 4

WBCWBC

EFLEFL

In commemoration.  
We always talk about what’s going on in Eeshay currently.  I’d like to take the time to celebrate the 
past. Let’s celebrate a wonderful piece of history- the Rabbis’ basketball careers. As true greats in their 
hay day, the Rabbi’s were unstoppable. Now, they’re the experienced sidekick to MVP Sandler. It’s like 
Jordan’s Pippen, Batman’s Robin,  Heshy’s Hack, Hack’s 7th grader’s, etc. 
You know who’s not a sidekick? The Eeshay crowd! I’ve never before heard a crowd roar, “This is not 
a bar mitzvah” with such pump!  “One! Two! Three...” We really do have the best crowd there is. We’re 
better than all of them (get the shot guys).  
But this week of Eeshay is about more than just basketball. Camp Eeshay took a stand on a divisive 
issue which has polarized both sides of the political spectrum- Operation Hydration #H20MATTERS. 
“What do we want? Water! When do we want it? Now!” It may have escalated a bit, though. Let’s just 
say, Rabbi Schonfeld looks like a marine while hunting down Hahn with a supersoaker. And, there was 
the cooler bombardment. And, the was head staff getting thrown overboard into the pool #EzTank. 
And, there was the hose. Yeah, it was legit an all out war. But hey, that’s the only way we know how to 
do things- with fire, just like Leagues #playoffs #mexicanlayup, night activity #Bigfreethows #notGiannis 
#headstaffcharades, and every other thing that goes on in the greatest camp in the world.  
Always #ONFIRE, 
Ez

Teams W L
Umass 5 2

Villanova 4 3
Georgetown 3 4
Providence 2 5

 Passaoic Division Passaoic Division
Ascension 12-3Ascension 12-3
Terhune 10-5Terhune 10-5
Crescent 9-6Crescent 9-6
Aycrigg 9-6Aycrigg 9-6

Pennington 8-7Pennington 8-7
Park 6-9Park 6-9
Brook 4-11Brook 4-11
Ridge 3-12Ridge 3-12

Teams W L T

Bisons 4 2 1

Express 4 3 0
Knights 4 3 0
Chasers 1 5 1

From The Desk Of Ez the Prez


